
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fridge Magnet

General Description Fridge Magnet 

These fun gifts will be remembered forever! 
A refrigerator without fun magnets, is just a fridge.

Film-Covered Magnets 
Film-covered magnet is Iaminated Flexible magnets adhered to various kinds of PVC. PP, 
double-sided tape .The colors of films are various . It is normally used on teaching-aid 
,children'toys,gifts 
And advertising .The magnetization method is normally surface-multipole magnetization 
(pole-width 2,4,7mm or 12.7/6.4/3.6 poles per inch) ,or be decided according to customers' 
need. Magnetic properties of film covered magnets

Code
Br Hcb Hcj (BH)max Forming 

way

Size

T KA/m KA/m KJ/m3 Max 
Length(m)

Max 
Width(mm) Height(mm)

YXZY-1 0.13~0.18 80~120 100~160 4~6.4 Calendering 100 400 0.4~1.1

YXZY-2 0.18~0.22 100~140120~190 6.4~8.0 Calendering 2 930 0.6~1.5

YXZY-3 0.21~0.239140~165150~210 8.0~10.4 Calendering 100 400 0.4~1.5
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YXZY-4 0.24~0.265156~181200~270 10.4~12.5 Calendering 2 400 0.6~1.5

Physical properties of film-covering magnets 

Code Hardness (SHA) Temperature (oC) Density (g/cm3)
YXZY-1 85~98 -10~80 3.6~3.7
YXZY-2 85~98 -10~80 3.6~3.7
YXZY-3 85~98 -10~80 3.6~3.7
YXZY-4 85~98 -10~80 3.6~3.7

 

Magnetic gift and toys fall into one major category from us. With the efforts of our 
designers, we specialized in designing new, recreational and decorative magnetic products. 
To bring more fun and beautiful, applicable magnetic products to every office and family.

Fridge Magnets are an effective and low cost way to attract new and existing customers. 
No other form of advertising is kept as long and in such a prominent place as a fridge 
magnet. The Fridge Magnet Factory is well known for our ability to create custom made 
fridge magnets and we will do everything we can to make sure that your fridge magnets are 
of the best quality. The Fridge Magnet Factory is wholly Chinese owned and we can 
provide you with flat fridge magnets such as calendar magnets, schedule magnets, 
advertising magnets, promotional fridge magnets, custom refrigerator magnets;2D fridge 
magnets and other correlative fridge magnet products. So for the perfect advertising tool 
contact our friendly staff or visit our corporate web page for more information. 
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